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Disclaimer
The white paper of BTour Chain is a non-legal document. The reader must seek
professional legal and financial advice personally if necessary.
BTour Chain's white paper is provided for information purposes only. This document may
not cover every detail in relation to BTour Chain. In addition, no content of this document
is legally binding by any of GG56 Ltd’s contracts. The sole purpose of this document is to
provide reasonable and relevant information to potential token owners and to assist them
in thoroughly analyzing GG56 Ltd and BTour Chain in order to make decisions on BTour
Token purchases.
GG56 Ltd does not specify any provision on rights in this document and does not
propose any particular rights including dividends(all forms of dividends), redemption,
liquidation, patents(including all forms of intellectual property rights), and other rights
not just limited to financial and legal rights. This paper also includes research reports,
estimates, and financial information for the purpose of future outlooks. Some of the
figures are estimated with both known and unknown future risks and uncertainties. These
risks and uncertainties may result in significant differences in actual outcomes and
estimates.
The contents of this white paper are not intended to induce readers to make investment
decisions in any form, nor is it a proposal to encourage purchases on specific securities
within a particular jurisdiction. This white paper only describes the necessary information
to help readers understand the business.
This document is not written based on current laws or regulations of any specific
jurisdictions or countries recognized by the United Nations and therefore is not regulated
by consumer protection, or any related, law or regulation, of any specific country or
jurisdiction.
BTour Token is not a registered financial product, nor classified as securities, commodities
or any other type of financial products. It is not registered under Hong Kong Security and
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If the user wishes to purchase BTour Token, please acknowledge
that the Token cannot be defined, classified, nor treated as any of
the means listed below:
• Any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency
• A unit of business trust in any country
• Securities or stock units in any country
• Financial instruments as guarantees or collaterals
• Debt certificates, stocks, shares issued by any individual or institution, rights,
options or any derivative of such debt certificates, stocks or shares
• A unit of any joint Investment

This white paper is subject to further changes or updates in content and therefore
readers must refer to the latest version of the white paper. There will not be any
announcement on version update; however, we are committed to ensuring the quality
and accuracy of the information we provide in the white paper every time the updated
version is released.
Due

to

ongoing changes

in

policies,

laws,

regulations,

technology

related to

cryptocurrency or BTour Chain as well as other variable factors such as market and
economic conditions, the information provided in this white paper may be inaccurate and
unreliable and is subject to multiple changes. This white paper is solely intended for
reader’s reference and is not responsible for any lack of accuracy or legitimacy of the
information provided. The fundamental nature of this white paper is a business proposal
or a business promotional document and is not legally binding under any circumstances.
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Abstract
“The Journey is the Reward.”
- by Steve Jobs

Travel gives us joy and inspiration, exposes us to different experiences from everyday
life and relieves our psychological burdens and stress. As Steve Jobs said, “The journey is
the reward” - travel revitalizes our life.
With the recent fourth industrial revolution, ICT development and sharing economy, the
tourism industry is expanding its scope to cultural arts, entertainment, finance and so on.
The number of people enjoying travel is rapidly increasing all around the world.
Traditionally, travel agencies were key in connecting accommodation, restaurants,
transportation, activities and shopping to customers but now, their role is replaced by
various platforms such as VR(Virtual Reality)-guided tours, accommodation reviewing
platforms and social dining arrangement platforms. Along with this change, the number
of new tourism industries are increasing.
Since the world is interconnected through the Internet, anyone can easily book
accommodations or activities using a smartphone. However, in many cases, tourists feel
disappointed once they arrive at their destination realizing how different local
circumstances are compared to the information that they were given online. Also
payment methods that are different from what they are used to in their home countries
and high commissions charged by many of those online platforms
can often provide unpleasant travel experiences. There is still a high demand for
customized and personalized plans for travelers to improve their travel experiences.

Additionally, since many tourist destinations around the world lack information about
their own visitors, they are not able to analyze the tourist traffic and consumption
patterns to apply them to their marketing strategies. This is a common issue around the
world which has much room for improvement.
This document introduces BTour Chain’s innovative international tourism big data
platform as well as BTour Token, a cryptocurrency that removes obstacles blocking
countries and financial infrastructures. It also explains BTour Chain’s international tourism
ecosystem that allows all travelers to travel easily, safely and economically regardless of
which destination they go, complying with international rules and regulations at the
same time.
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Executive
Summary
Global Tourism Big Data Platform Pioneering a Shift into
the New Paradigm of Global Tourism Industry

Who we are
BTour Chain’s blockchain technology enables transparent transactions in the global
tourism industry, accumulates relevant big data about tourists all around the world and
analyzes them for the use of marketing to create mutual benefits for tour cities and
tourists. Our aim is to build our own Ecosystem of Tourism where BTour Chain leads the
global tourism industry to leap forward with the 4th industrial revolution technology and
give our profits back to society.

BTour Ecosystem

BTour Big Data
Figure 2-1. BTour Chain

BTour Blockchain
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Our Philosophy
BTour Chain does not pursue its Tour Ecosystem for business purposes only. We are
part of the Ecosystem seeking for global good, so called HAN Ecosystem where human,
arts, and nature coexist in harmony. We fulfill global good by providing a trust system
that benefits both the supplier and the user - tourist destinations and tourists, and a
donation system for both ends to give back to society.

Figure 2-2. GG56 Global Good Ecosystem
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What We do
We

distribute

Smart

Tour

Devices

-

Blockchain

Kiosk,

Cryptocurrency

ATM,

Cryptocurrency PoS to tour cities all over the world. Using these devices, information on
tourists and their spending patterns are converted into big data and analyzed so the tour
cities can refer to the data for their tourism policies and various service providers in the
tourism industry, so called Tour Element Suppliers(TES) can provide personalized
marketing. This will increase tourists’ satisfaction boosting revisit rates and consumption
and therefore strengthen the competitiveness of tourism industry. Through the cycle,
BTour Chain’s Tour Ecosystem will revitalize tourism blockchain ecosystem with
information sharing among tourists, tour cities, and TES.

Figure 2-3. BTour Big Data Platform
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Technology
We provide a reliable and convenient service using Smart Contract technology through
blockchain. On the blockchain network, BTour Chain’s unique smart contract system
provides essential services needed in travelling such as reservation, payment, settlement,
agreement and reward points for tourists making their travel experiences easy,
convenient, and affordable. Tour cities participate in BTour Chain’s blockchain nodes by
installing Smart Tour Devices, allowing the expansion of BTour Chain’s blockchain nodes.
Nodes in each city register tourist information, traffic, and consumption patterns on the
blockchain through Smart Tour Devices.

Figure 2-4. BTour Chain Business Logic
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Project
Background
Tourism Industry Depends on Well-Preserved Nature and
Sophisticated Cultural Heritage. Its Fundamental Essence is in
Preserving Nature as Well as the Legacy of Humanity and
Maintaining a Long-standing Cultural Heritage So That It Can
be Shared for Generations.

BTour Chain tracks information on tourists using smart devices such as Blockchain
kiosk and PoS as well as Cryptocurrency ATM, then analyzes tourists traffic flow and
consumption patterns applying big data and blockchain technology. This results in
accurate and reliable data customized for tourists and various service providers in
tourism industry.
Big data, blockchain and AI are at the core of BTour Chain’s technology and we use the
technology to link our internal information e.g. tourists demographics, traffic flows, and
spending patterns with external information e.g. weather, seasons and events and to
analyze them in various aspects - by country, region, age, gender, climate, and other
external factors. Such analyzed information can be used in setting personalized
marketing strategies. Also, our technology allows compatibility and integration of the
services BTour Chain provides worldwide so our users can use their rewards wherever
they are.

BTour Chain uses blockchain technology to solve problems rooted in the current tourism
industry such as lack of trust and high transaction costs accompanying cross border
settlements and payments, fluctuations in exchange rate, and convertibility issue in
earning/using various reward points for tourists. BTour Chain will build an ecosystem
where BTour Token is commonly used in tourist destinations to pay for services at tourist
attractions, accommodation, restaurants, stores and so on so that BTour Token can
become an easy and convenient tool for payment from its early stage.
Furthermore, BTour Chain, based on a new business model integrating the fourth
industrial revolution technologies such as big data, blockchain and AI into tourism
industry, aims to give a certain portion of its profits back to society every year, particularly
to help recover from the damage caused by water related disasters.
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Market
Overview
Global Tourism Market Size
Tourism Industry is the World’s Largest Industry with Global
Economic Contributions (Direct and Indirect Induced) of over
$7.6 Trillion in 2016.
The direct economic impact of accommodation, transport, entertainment and tourism
industries was estimated at $2.3 trillion in the same year. France and the United States
continue to be the most popular tourist destinations, but other countries that were not
as well-known are also emerging quickly, contributing to economic benefits from
tourism.
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Figure 4-1. Direct and total contribution of travel and tourism to the global economy from 2006 to 2017 (Source WTTC ©Statista 2019)

Global tourism industry is growing steadily every year. The number of tourists had
increased from 580 million in 2005 to 1.91 billion in 2015. By 2030, the number is
estimated to go beyond 1.8 billion. Every year, Europe receives the largest number of
international tourists. Europe also sends out the largest number of travelers, generating
approximately 670 million international travelers in 2015 which was more than twice the
number of tourists from the Asia-Pacific region, the second largest tourist destination.
In 2015, global tourism industry recorded a total revenue of nearly $1.2 trillion, double
the revenue in 2005. In that year, China spent the most for travels worldwide, followed
by the United States then Germany. Dubai was the leading city for international tourist
consumption - in 2016, tourists spent more than $31.3 billion in Dubai.
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Number of Global Tourists
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Figure 4-2. Number of international tourist arrivals worldwide from 2005 to 2017, by region (Source WTTC ©Statista 2019)

Between 2005 to 2017, the number of tourists worldwide gradually increased, except in
2009 when the number declined due to the global recession. In 2017, 12.3 million
people, more than half of the total number of international tourists visited Europe.
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Spending in Global Tourism
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Figure 4-3. Contribution of travel and tourism to the global economy from 2016 to 2018, by type of spending
(Source WTTC ©Statista 2019)

From 2016 to 2018, contribution of travel and tourism to the global economy was
$10.75 trillion in 2016, $11.8 trillion in 2017, and $12.35 trillion in 2018 with compound
annual growth rate of 7.18 %. Especially, the expenditure for leisure recorded $4.48
trillion in 2018 with compound annual growth rate of 8.29%.
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Global Tourist Destination Ranking
by Revenue
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Figure 4-4. Leading cities in international visitor spending worldwide in 2018 (in billion U.S. dollars) (Source WTTC ©Statista 2019)

In 2018, tourists spent the most, $30.8 billion in Dubai, United Arab Emirates followed
by Makkah, Saudi Arabia and Singapore.
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The global tourism market has been gradually growing with high growth rate every year
with some notable changes since 2015 as stated below.

• Rapid rise in number of tourists from emerging countries, especially China
• Increase in use of mobile devices for booking and purchasing travel related products:
from 8% in 2015 to 33% in 2017
• Rise in self-guided tour with easier information access and popularization of travelling
overseas

These changes have brought a radical shift in the trend of tourism industry, suggesting
a strong reason for change to many service providers in the industry.
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Industry

Pain Points
Change in Global Tourism Trends
Today, Foreign Independent Tourist (FIT), a Common Term
Used to Describe a Fully Independent Traveler, has Become a
Popular Trend in the Tourism Industry.
Although group tour still plays a pivotal role in the industry, travelling with a small
number of companions or by themselves is a growing trend and their spending as well
as revisit rate tends to be higher than those of group tourists.
Tourists no longer collect travel information exclusively through travel agencies. With the
development of Internet and mobile devices, one can conveniently search for the
information one needs whether it is for accommodation, transport, or shopping all in
real time. When preparing for the trip or even during the trip, travelers can use their
mobile phones to search and compare different information, making wise and right
decisions for them.
Another trend to note is that travel services are becoming more technology dependent.
By applying the 4th industrial revolution technologies such as IoT, robots, AI, VR, and AR,
tourism industry is building a smart system that connects various services into one and
provides a one-stop services for individual tourists.
In tourism industry, traditional travel agencies can be classified as the first generation,
online travel agencies as the second generation, then blockchain travel services as the
third and new generation. Blockchain tourism will soon replace online travel agencies.
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Problems in Current Global Tourism
The current global tourism industry has a strong structure of group tourism. Led by large
travel agencies, the industry has been structured providing advantages towards large group
customers e.g. profits from group flight bookings, early bird hotel discounts and cheaper
prices through promotions. However, this conventional structure is changing with increased
market share of FITs. FITs prefer Small-scale Customized Tour(SCT) and we cannot apply the
same methods used in traditional tourism industry.
However, there are several challenges often faced by FITs when travelling internationally. Key
challenges can be summarized into two.
1)

Lack of local information & trust:
FIT reserves flights, accommodations and tour sights by themselves and they lack local
information mainly due to language barrier. Especially when they plan their travels via

online
agencies, reliability and trust issue may arise.
2)

Cross border payments and settlements with high transaction fees:
FITs tend to use their credit cards – more than 90% of the times when they need
to make

cross border payment and are charged with high transaction fees.

Also, they book their flights, hotels, transports, and tour sites, they often end up
with higher prices while tourists in group usually pay less by booking with
early bird discounts or group discounts via travel agencies.
As the demand for SCTs increases, Tour Element Suppliers(TES) also face similar challenges.
1)

Language barrier & Lack of trust:
It is not easy for local TES to promote their products/services to foreign tourists due to
language barrier and lack of trust. Online bookings make it difficult for vendors to

present
their services as reliable and trustworthy.
2)

Cross border payments and settlements:
Suppliers also go through difficulties in cross border payment and settlement.

Especially,
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Lastly, many tour cities have major problems which make it difficult for them to gain
competitive advantage in the future.
1)

Lack of data on their own visitors:
Most tourist destinations or cities are not aware of who their visitors are and do not

have an
efficient method to gather data if necessary.
2)

Lack of data on their visitors’ traffic flow and spending:
Many tour cities do not efficiently track their visitors’ traffic and spending patterns,

which
could be important asset they can leverage to boost their business and industry if
tracked
and analyzed. They do not have detailed information about who visits, where they visit
the
most, what they like to do there, how much they spend and so on.
3)

Inability to provide customized marketing:
Since most tour cities lack data on their own visitors, they are not able to target

customers
for customized marketing. Traditional mass marketing has a higher cost, yet the impact
is smaller.
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Tourism Big Data
Tourism industry is where big data can bring the most impact on. While it is evident
that big data can enhance the industry presenting many opportunities, big data has not
been fully embraced by tourism yet. However, interests in big data analysis on tourism
are growing and experimental big data analysis combined with business models are
being carried out.
Big data accumulated by private companies’ infrastructure from mobile communication,
credit card spending, SNS and so on are building a database which can be referenced in
related policy making. Basic data on population traffic in certain areas, general
consumption patters and satisfaction level of visitors are being accumulated.
However, privacy and security concerns on big data limits its scope of application in real
world. No data can be collected nor analyzed without the user consent. Although ICT
corporates or credit card companies do gather customer data, the gathered data is not
identifiable and requires a sampling to be analyzed which costs time and money. And
those sampled data are often exclusively owned by those ICT or financial companies.
Since it is inevitable that Small-scale Customized Tour(SCT) service providers face
challenges in collecting and leveraging big data in their services, there is an increasing
demand for easy and convenient tourism big data platform.
GG56 Ltd aims to provide a solution to those SCT companies lacking professional human
resources and expertise through BTour Chain within a reliable ecosystem.
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Business

Model & Logic
What is BTour Chain?
BTour Chain is a Global Tourism Platform and Ecosystem for
Tourists.
It provides a one-stop tourism platform that offers tourists various services needed for
travel, from activity and accommodation bookings to local currency withdrawals.
BTour Chain is a global tourism big data platform pioneering to set a new paradigm in
the global tourism industry, building a network of BTour Chain Nodes in tour cities
around the world. Each node uses Smart Tour Devices - Crypto kiosk, ATM, PoS to
collect data on tourists and consumption patterns.
With the tourism big data collected, it is analyzed in various ways to provide insights to
tourism policy makers in tour cities, to increase competitiveness of TES(Tour Element
Suppliers), and to conduct customized marketing to build tourist loyalty which is often
demonstrated by higher revisit rate and expenditure.
Our goal is to build a BTour Chain ecosystem where different stakeholders meet. We
share our tourism big data including information on both tourists and service providers
as well as the smart tour device infrastructure through our ecosystem. Then businesses
in different areas who participate in the ecosystem can utilize the data to apply them in
their own business models. This way, BTour Chain ecosystem will further expand in a
virtuous circle.
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World Tour City Node

Figure 6-1. BTour Chain World Tour City Nodes

1. Distribution and expansion of smart tour device
infrastructure based on tour cities
• Provide Crypto Kiosk, ATM, PoS, dApp in tourist attraction points, hotels and
restaurants
• Profits off commissions from Kiosk, ATM, PoS
• Big data collection of tourist information, traffic flows and spending patterns
through smart tour devices
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2. Tracking tourist information and spending patterns on
blockchain & big data analysis
• Converging internal inputs e.g. tourist information and spending patterns including
payment location, amount, time, and product with external inputs e.g. climate, season,
day, events, festivals, fairs and natural disasters then analyzing them for valuable
outputs to gain insights
• Analyzing big data to build tourism strategy for tour cities and tour service/product
providers
• Analyzing big data for SWOT analysis of tourism industry and infrastructure to find
out areas for improvement

Analyzing big databig
to build
strategies
increase tourist loyalty marketing
and satisfaction
3. •Leveraging
data
forto personalized
• Analysis of tourists’ preference in consumption
• Customized marketing targeting different preferences among different tour options e.g.
sightseeing, new experiences, leisure, food
• Personalized marketing offering tour products with different price ranges depending
on the tourist’s spending pattern
• Target marketing to increase revisit rate
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4. Building a tourism ecosystem based on BTour Chain’s
blockchain & big data
• Providing reliable system based on blockchain technology e.g. smart contract, safe
settlement/payment
• Sharing BTour Chain’s resources e.g. tourist DB, consumption trend report, smart
devices with participants of the ecosystem
• Participants can freely create their own business model in BTour Chain ecosystem
• Building a payment and user reward system through BTour Token
• Building a blockchain main network optimized to BTour Chain

BTour Chain platform collects tourism big data in major tourist destinations using online
& offline smart tour device infrastructure. Collected big data that used to be
monopolized by existing ICT and financial companies is shared through BTour Chain
ecosystem in which nodes in different tour cities are connected.
This not just provide convenient and rewarding experiences to tourists but also build a
mutual cooperative system connecting different fields in the industry.
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Business Logic

Figure 6-2. BTour Chain Business Logic

1. Foreign Independent Tourist (FIT)
• FITs all around the world can use BTour Chain services after a simple verification
process via mobile phone.
• Just like regular mobile shopping, a traveler simply selects any desired tour service
or product in one’s shopping cart and pay with cash or credit card. The actual
payment is proceeded with BTour Token.
• Once the traveler has received the goods or services at the spot and confirmed it
through signature, payment process is then complete. BTour Token is transferred
via Smart Contract.
• Once the payment is complete, the traveler receives reward points in BTour Token
in one’s BTour Wallet.
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2. Tour Element Suppliers (TES)
• TES can easily register their service or products on the BTour Chain platform.
• Once they apply for BTour Chain’s BTour Token settlement service, they are provided
with smart contract payment system.
• After the tourist comes to the site and signs one’s signature to confirm the reserved
service, TES will receive payment immediately. Actual payment will be made in BTour
Token.
• Suppliers can also receive and accumulate reward points in BTour Token once the sale
and payment are complete through BTour Chain.

BTour Big Data Platform

Figure 6-3. BTour Big Data Platform

Travelers can enjoy their travels using online and offline services provided by BTour
Chain tourism infrastructure such as PC web, mobile phone applications, ATM and Kiosk
using BTour Token. BTour Chain provides a total travel solution to make travels easier by
assisting in money transfers, currency exchange, tourist attraction bookings and payment,
hotel bookings, and restaurant reservations - from the moment they book their flights
until they unpack their luggage back home.
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Token & Reward Ecosystem

Figure 6-4. BTour Token & Reward Ecosystem

When using BTour Chain platform, travelers can choose from using the BTour Token,
BTour Mileage(BTM) or existing payment methods such as cash and credit cards.
When a user adds BTour Token or BTM balance to his or her wallet, the account balance
is always shown in the currency of the user’s home country.
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This makes executing currency exchange easier and more intuitive for travelers. Once the
transaction between two parties is complete, the final price/cost is shown in local
currencies of the buyer and the supplier respectively.
For example, when a traveler from the US books a hotel room in Europe, his or her app
will show the price in US Dollars while the hotel will see it in Euros. Their transaction is
executed in BTour Token immediately using smart contract.
Since BTour Tokens may vary in price, they are automatically converted into a stable
BTour Mileage(BTM) for transfer, exchange, booking, and payment. To convert BTM into
cash, it is converted back to BTour Token and exchanged into cash via cryptocurrency
exchange.
Each transaction is executed in the same way, regardless of which payment option the
user selects. Every transaction is recorded and stored in BTour Blockchain and the
transaction status can be viewed using a desktop or a mobile phone application at any
time.
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Ecosystem
BTour Big Data Ecosystem
The BTour Chain Big Data Ecosystem Builds a Data Base with
Collecting and Analyzing Following Information Through Smart
Tourism Devices in Each Tour City.

• Tourist information, consumption patterns, tourist traffic flows, etc.
• Information on tour cities, number of visitors, fees, and other information
• Information on local stores, accommodation, restaurants, shops, and services
• Trend depending on climate, season, day of the week, specific events, festivals,
and natural event
• Information on country, region, age, climate, and other external factors
• Information gathered from SNS such as service reviews and reputation
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BTour Big Data Ecosystem

Figure 7-1. BTour Big Data Ecosystem

BTour Chain’s tourism big data is available to various entrepreneurs, government offices,
tour service providers, and dApp developers in the tourism ecosystem. Entrepreneurs
may seek for data relevant to their businesses in real time or by specific time periods.
They may gain access to the BTour data by making direct payments with the BTour Token
or by staking their BTour Token. Price is based on the amount of data consumed.
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Cultivating a Culture of Philanthropy
BTour Chain promotes the culture of philanthropy by providing an easy option to
donate to our users. Whenever they make transactions, BTM Reward is generated and
users can freely choose to donate their rewards. Our blockchain technology enables
users to track the status of their donated money and how it is used.
Donations will be used to help protect the world’s cultural heritage and to help people
affected by water-related disasters, creating a virtuous circle of tourism and philanthropy.

Figure 7-2. BTour Chain Philanthropy System
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Case Study
Case Study #1
Michael from Australia is planning a tour to South Korea a month from now with two
of his friends by using BTour dApp. Using the big data provided by the dApp, he was
recommended several tourist spots that are popular among Australians in their 20s,
considering his budget, weather, travel period, and so on. He selected several tour
services including transports and accommodations in Seoul and Gyeongju for the period
of 4 nights and 5 days then checked out his shopping cart by paying with his credit card.
As soon as he clicked on ‘Pay’ button, BTour Chain solution exchanged the paid cash
into BTour Token on the exchange then transferred the payment receipt and booking
details to the service providers in Korea. When Michael arrived at each travel site, all he
had to do was to simply sign his signature for confirmation. After a fun time, he went
back to Australia, checked his rewards in BTM received from BTour Chain, then donated
the miles to help the city of Venice suffering from a recent flood.
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Case Study #2
Gil-dong, the manager of a small natural history museum in South Korea, posted his
museum's information on BTour Chain platform and joined the settlement system of
BTour Chain. A week later, tourists began to visit the museum and paid their entrance
fees using BTour Token. Process was very simple. Several tourists who booked for their
visits online in advance just came to the museum and signed their signatures (operated
by the Consensus Algorithm) then the admission fees were deposited. Anyone who did
not book in advance was also able to use BTour Chain payment method using the PoS
machine at the museum. Although Gil-dong knew little about blockchain and
cryptocurrency, he had no difficulty in the process.
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Case Study #3
Chinese tourist, Wang Wei wanted to visit Korea for his family vacation. His parents
were interested in the cultural attractions of Korea,whereas, his wife preferred the tourist
sites that appeared in Korean dramas, and his teenage children were interested in K-Pop,
making it impossible to meet all their demands and preferences with a group tour. Using
dApp of the BTour Chain, Wang Wei was able to come up with personalized itinerary for
each family member: a cultural attraction tour most visited by older Chinese tourists for
his parents, a K-drama themed tour that is popular among middle-aged Chinese women
for his wife, and lastly a K-pop star concert for his children. All these options were
available on dApp – all he had to do was to make a choice and click to book in advance.
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Benefits
The BTour Chain Big Data Ecosystem Builds a Data Base with
Collecting and Analyzing Following Information Through Smart
Tourism Devices in Each Tour City.

For everyone: BTour Reward (BTour Mileage, BTM)
• BTour mileage points can be used anywhere in the world, regardless of location or
country.
• You can exchange your mileage points for cash through the exchange.
• You can share your mileage points with your friends and family.
• You will receive additional rewards according to your score of accumulated mileage
points.
• BTour reward received may increase in value in the future.

For Travelers
You can pay using BTour Token anywhere in the world.
BTour blockchain technology protects your privacy and security
You can rely on contracts, payment services and tour reviews
You can always exchange or refund if there is a quality issue in purchased tour
products or services
• BTour Chain platform provides all-in-one tour consulting services. You can search and
book in advance, keep track of a real-time data and reviews while traveling, and
receive rewards after your travel.
•
•
•
•
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For Tour Element Suppliers
• You can increase sales of services and products by attracting new tourists.
• here is no transaction fee charged for payment - token transfer fee is separate.
• You can leverage BTour Rewards (BTM) as a marketing tool for tourists all around the
world.
• You can organize promotional events using BTour Chain platform to attract tourists’
attention and boost sales.
• By offering rewards or discounts to tourists, TES will also receive rewards.

For Hotel and Restaurant Partners
• BTour Reward (BTM) provides a new way of global marketing
• You can promote services and amenities through a new marketing channel
• You reduce costs incurring from currency exchange and brokerage and increases
efficiency.
• You can plan for promotions targeting global travelers with multiple language options.
• BTour Chain provides efficient reservation and payment system

For Tourist Destinations/Cities
• You can increase revisiting rate as well as spending of tourists by coming up with a
right strategy
• BTour Chain users can voluntarily promote certain destinations by sharing good
reviews
• You can make customized solutions and policies through BTour Chain’s Big Data
analysis.

For Tourism-Related dApp Partners

• BTour Chain’s tourism big data is more specialized and more affordable.
• You can develop various tour packages using BTour Chain’s Big Data.
• You can recommend highly satisfying tour packages to tourists and provide
information about tours based on big data.
• You can recommend the right tour options and provide a variety of reliable
information to tourists based on big data.
• BTour Chain's infrastructure (Kiosk, ATM, and so on) can be shared
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Technical
Overview

Blockchain Model Optimized for
Big Data
Many Blockchain Projects are Trying to Contribute to Various
Industries Using Big Data and AI.
However, there are many problems with analyzing and applying big data to traditional
blockchain models. Particularly, most of the existing cryptocurrency is blockchain for
proof of a kind of transaction that utilizes payments and financial transactions.
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However, BTour Chain has spent a lot of time trying to analyze, optimize, and secure the
unique data reliability that blockchain has. Because it's hard to prove that data is
meaningful simply by using analytical tools to analyze it and to find the results of the
data. Much less realistic insight is gained from the data because it needs to be reliable
and integrity once it is done. However, data leakage and big data processing can often
result in mistakes or intentional errors. Surveys show that only one-third of most
executives trust the results of their analysis programs. Not only does this lack of
confidence limit the use of data within an enterprise that collects it, but sharing data
information on a variety of analyses based on this data, if used, can lead to significant
time and material waste due to a variety of error issues, such as policy or usability
evaluations. To become a blockchain model optimized for big data, we need to operate
a blockchain model that is suitable for big data collection and analysis, with a network
structure that increases reliability and proves the various data generated by it. This has
limitations to developing and using a proven operating model that is used by most
traditional cryptocurrency. Even if the hashized information policy for the data itself is
transacted and operated, the limitations are significant, not only because it contains a
variety of issues, such as Oracle issues but also mutual verification issues.
When blockchain meets big data, the best thing to do is address data accuracy and
security concerns that limit the use and sharing of big data. To solve this problem,
everything from collecting data to processing, integrating, analyzing, and sharing results
must be addressed, from trust and fragmentation of data to concerns about replication.
It should also consider how to correlate data that demonstrates reliability for reliability,
as well as how to operate and process the data processing strategies. We want to take
full advantage of the advantages of blockchain technology, and we want to take
advantage of COBIT 5, the latest version of Control Objects for Information and Related
Technology (COBIT), a flagship model widely recognized as an IT framework. COBIT5 is
not only used as the Control Objective reference model of ISACA (Information System
Audit and Control Association) with the principle of meeting stakeholders' needs,
overseeing all aspects of the organization, applying holistic methods, using integrated
frameworks, and separating governance and management, but also applying various
standards. We're going to apply this framework to verifying the reliability of big data,
and we're going to
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develop a new blockchain that's optimized for big data that hasn't been created before.
We call this a "big data-oriented blockchain," and we're going to define using this
method to prove data reliability as "data confidence proof.”
The main reason for the need for data reliability is that blockchain is essentially a ledgerforming distributed data base, which should be agreed upon by all participants of the
blockchain through consensus mechanisms such as PoW and PoS. However, hash
algorithms and timestamps ensure that the data in the blockchain is unalterable,
verifiable and traceable. However, low-quality data does not translate into high-quality
data by going through a blockchain network. If you don't have the value of your data
before you put it in a blockchain, it's still not worth it. Therefore, if there is no value for
the data, it is important to validate the data as it is acquired so that it is not recorded in
the blockchain. In order to demonstrate reliability in all of these processes, we will apply
technology that verifies and secures the process of collecting data, loading and securing
data, data lookups, data analysis, and visualization of analysis results so that only reliable
data can be placed in the blockchain. It's all about collecting BTour, loading and
analyzing data, and ensuring that all data is validated and reliable before it's shared with
anyone who needs it.
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Proof Model of Big Data-Oriented
Blockchain
At BTour Chain, we decided to create the best blockchain proof
model for big data. And we decided to call that proof model
the proof of data relativity.

PoDR means validating and proving data that is made through all processes stored,
analyzed, and shared from the time the data is generated.
Creating reliable data with verifiable, verifiable and traceable data represents a paradigm
shift. To do this, we want to construct a blockchain proof model through the following
methods of demonstrating data: First, we combine the three blockchain proof models for
reliable data operations. Proof of Data Flow, Proof of Data Reputation, Proof of Data
Source of data itself.

Proof of Data Flow
Due to the distributed storage of big data, information about stored data is not highly
reliable, except for transparency. In other words, information distributed in the course of
data storage can be compromised at any time. The flow of data is dependent on the
structure defined in the data policy, which is likely to be stored in a completely different
format depending on how the data is defined.
Proofing the flow of data is more a demonstration of procedural trust than a
demonstration of the data itself. This is because procedural trust reduces distortion of
data processing and retrieval processes. Processing data is an important element of the
audit and evaluation of data and is an important proof factor for building reliable data.
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Proof of Data Reputation
Proving the amount and quality of the data is proof of its reputation. Demonstrating
the format and nature of the data and the nature of the data demonstrates the criticality
level of the elements of the data. In the case of non-continuous low-tube data, the
reputation is low. This is not data that is incredibly reliable. Not only will it be difficult to
deliberately assess the value of your data, but it will also be highly variable depending
on the type of data.
But from the nature of tourism big data, it depends on how you define your data. From
a tourist's point of view, the data is in line with the flow of tourists. The higher the
continuity of tourist activity, the higher the data quality. Data can also be determined by
how close the gap is to this continuous stream of time. You can also evaluate data with
patterns of data. In general, the time and movement of the activity are predictable, and
there are many different steps in the range of predictions.
In addition to the continuity of the data, the inertial pattern of the data is also an
important reputation, and the constraints or definitions of the data that make up the
data become reputation. Because the value of data is also the value of this reputation, to
be reliable data, reputation must be proven highly.
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Proof of Data Source
The data source is the starting point of the data. When data is created, it's a very
important point. If the data is initially mis-defined, it can be a serious data breach
because it will go through the process of writing Oracle issues to the blockchain. Even in
the process of proving the flow and reputation of data, damage to the source can pose a
threat to the entire data trust process. In addition, the sources of data can be recorded
as being evaluated as either an audible or a visual element during the input process. This
can also be a middle-in-the-road variable to prevent the distortion of big data. If you are
experimenting with how many times you can solve an egg free fall position, you need a
certain section to reduce trial and error. This should be defined together with the data
that is composed of the sources of the data and the predictive information that is
established between the data and the flow of the data. At this point, we need to define
what we think is going to be reliable evidence of random data. This requires separating
the data sources from the household data sources so that they can be verified and
verified.

Different algorithms should be defined and applied to how to improve the

quality of data when fewer variables are available in big data strategies. In this case, how
much weight and scale are needed to make the data more processing flexible.

Figure 10-1. BTour Chain Architecture
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This means that the trust of the source of the data must be demonstrated by the
continuous flow of sources from multiple objects rather than by a single data source
object. In this case, the number of data that is scarce should be increased and expanded
to make the processing of the data flexible. This means that the trust of the source of
the data must be demonstrated by the continuous flow of sources from multiple objects
rather than by a single data source object.
In BTour Chain, for the purpose of extending the above logical verification to physical
agreement verification, we will fork out and upgrade the FINL Chain, which presents the
Delegated Proof of Reputation (DPoR) model. This will combine physical verification as
well as logical verification of all of BTour's data to provide data that only BTour can have
with speed, analysis, and reliability of unstructured data.
Most blockchain today had limitations in creating the size, speed and scalability of the
transaction-based blockchain structure. This is all a limitation due to the dependence of
algorithms, not to prepare a physical basis.
Blockchain for big data cannot create a trust process simply by hashing. The reason is
simple. Because big data is partitioned through the distribution of data, it is difficult to
create a hashization strategy on its own. Blockchain models used for most cryptocurrency
are not suitable for big data strategies. The reason is that no blockchain has been
structured to create a hash strategy that considers data consistency.
The reason why we decided to fork BTour Chain is because it has demonstrated that it is
possible to overcome the limits of the trilemma, which has improved the structural
problems of the blockchain beyond the perspective of simple algorithms.
The majority of blockchain models so far have few direct implementations of signaturebased models, moreover, no existing BIP44 models or PGP models or independently
designed blockchain models. In addition, while blockchain is the main method of utilizing
site chain models
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such as Off Chain or Lightning Network to overcome the limitations of Trillemagne, the
Trilemma Overcoming model has a block-based infrastructure that considers the highly
structured physical infrastructure environment utilized by current communication speed
technologies or advanced network models.
The model of association of trust networks should not be regarded as a dichotomous
logic with Private and Public due to its infinite scalability and isolated utilization.
Demonstrating the reliability of data is a kind of reputation of data, and the rationale for
leveraging reputation is in the assumption of increasing reliability, and this assumption is
only possible if there is a close interpretation of the hardware and network relationships
closely coupled with algorithms.
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Enforce operational policy framework
for establishing trust processes
Organizing COBIT5 concept as a way to establish reference
process in the data trust chain at the proof stage of the big
data trust process.

Figure 10-2. Information Control Audit Model for Trust in BTour Chain

To be a trust process, you need to establish an overall IT governance and management,
and a process that systematically validates it. This is a procedure that requires an
assessment and monitoring phase. These procedures can be divided into the trust of IT
governance to establish the trust process for big data and the trust of procedural
management professionals. IT Governance's trust level should have the Evaluate, Direct,
and Monitor procedures. In addition, the trust phase of the management process
requires expanding Plan, Build, Run, Monitor to Design, Organize (APO), Build, Acquire,
Implementation (BAI), Deliver, Service, Support (DSS), Monitor, and Assess (MEA).
Traditional COBIT5s only existed in the control and auditing of information systems.
However, in order to establish a trust process in blockchain, each trust process must be
separated into a domain level and the trust process in the process through this domain
must be a trust proof algorithm.
Trust in IT's governance structure is supposed to lead to a correlation between the
storage and the network that proves the flow of data.
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How to Overcome the Limits of
Big Data's Data Trust Process
Confidence in the blockchain of big data requires a shared understanding of the
distributed storage strategy of big data. In a typical SQL data operating model, the ACID
model was a basic model, which includes the process of proving the trust of a
transaction. Big data, however, requires a significant amount of proof time to capture it in
the trust process and prove every part of the data.
That's why big data is based on the CAP theory and has a process that is more focused
on the transparency of This is shown in the following illustration.

Figure 10-3. Important Concepts on the Trust-Based Trust of Tourism Big Data
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Distributed data bases are central to availability, consistency, and partition acceptance
models. This is also a trust model that we overcome using transparency. However, it does
not guarantee confidence from the source of that data, and there were limitations in
applying it to big data trust strategies.
To overcome this, there are six objectives for transparency for the trust of big data
oriented blockchain, which should be validated on a basis of blockchain-proven network.

• Divisional transparency
- One logical Relaxation is split into several pieces and a copy of each short is saved to multiple
sites
- Advantages: Workload distribution prevents the Bottle Neck of a network or common service,
and improves system performance
- Disadvantages: Need sufficient design skills for Fragmentation
- The solution should be presented by interpreting the fragmentation problem as a kind of
uncle problem in the blockchain
- Blockchain model has limitations in maximizing ROI, so location transparency can overcome a
type of network governance by borrowing the Finl chain's GIS-agreed network mapping

• Transparency
of location
method
- You do not need to specify the storage location of the data you want to use. Location
information must be maintained in the system catalog
- Advantages: Application logic simple, data is free to move between sites
- Disadvantages: Reduced speed with double processing of data, wasted storage space

• Community transparency
- Mapping assurance between local DBMS and physical DB. Names independent of each
regional system name are available
- Advantages: Based on the existing Local DB, it can be scaled up gradually
- Disadvantages: Complex implementation between heterogeneous systems
- Designs a plan to overcome the complexity of a cross-sectional system by reconfiguring it into
a transit transaction information chain
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• Redundant transparency
- Properties that do not need to know if DB objects are duplicated on multiple sites
- Advantages: improved Q&A performance, and maintaining data consistency is performed by
the system regardless of the user
- Disadvantages: renewables Overhead, requires additional memory space

• Tolerance transparency
- Maintaining the atomicity of a transaction that is independent of the failure of a component
(DBMS, Computer)
- Distributed DB is much more complex than centralized
- Reason: Damage to individual local systems, network failure, distributed execution (2PC) ->
Different recovery methods

• Parallel transparency
- Maintaining consistency of results when performing multiple transaction
- Use implementation of the time stamp, stage 2 locking

Big data has a wide range of confidence proofs. This should be seen as having many
marginal elements of big data itself that create trust suitable for its data decentralization
storage structure. This makes the distributed data storage structure more transparent.
However, no factor exists to prove trust with simple decentralization policies of the data
that prove confidence.
The trust verification process of big data is not a hashish process that records the
consensus process of blockchain. Confidence in big data is that the reliability of
distributed stored data is created through the process of assessing and validating the
reliability of data to some extent. We believe that the confidence process should be
defined to meet these six transparency requirements and that the record of the
blockchain should be a chain of data itself, not just a hash record. This does not
guarantee the credibility of the Transaction in the nature of the CAP. We want to operate
enterprise-wide trust verification processes on COBIT5 basis, from sources to assessments,
monitors and audits of the data dispersion flows of each big data, as the nature of the
blockchain is suitable for the operation of these trust-assurance processes, but the simple
hash strategy of big data does not prove the reliability of real data.
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Define Big Data Trust Platform
Structure
At BTour Chain, we want to define the structure of our big data trust platform as TAaaS.
Tourism Adaptation as a Service is a service structure suitable for tourism that divides the
confidence hierarchy into big data adaptive blockchain into the Region model.

Figure 10-4. Big Data Trust Platform Architecture (TAaaS)

Big Data Component Verification Section
The sources of data are composed of various personalities. We should consider how
the nature of tourism will shape the data sources of big data into correlations. To do so,
we want to combine the service layer, the third-party layer, the adaptive layer, the
interoperability layer, and the finTech layer.
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Data Policy and Flow Control Section
The policy of data is about processing, connecting and controlling, and it is connected
to strategies for utilizing big data. It is about the operation of the data and becomes an
area for improving data reliability.

MapReduce Verification Section
With respect to the steps to analyze and prove large amounts of data in parallel, the
Map for the structure that classifies the association of the data and the evidence to
extract the demand acceptance data becomes Reduce. It goes through five stages:
Splitting, Mapping, Shuffling, Reducing, and Final Result. The process of creating a
reputation for data is to increase the reliability of the data.

Confidence Agreement Verification Section
The Confidence Agreement Verification Interval becomes the interval to tokenize each
of the various elements of the data to confirm the signature of the data itself and the
digital availability of the data. This section is a connected data chain structure that tracks
the history of blockchain data and interprets its relationship, validating and proving the
confidence in the six transparency elements arising from the partition strategy of big
data.

Repository Trust Section
It forms the interval that builds trust between the physical trust process of the
distributed storage structure of big data and the relationships between these connected
data chains. Refers to areas that embody and demonstrate the process of control and
confidence in the information audit system from the source of data to the stage of data
extraction and processing, evaluation and audit, and that structure the fail-over strategy
of data processing and the scale-out strategy of data.
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Framework for Big Data Adaptive
Blockchain
In order to establish a framework structure for big data adaptive blockchain, you first
need to identify the best location for the blockchain model – which resources it belongs
to from an IT perspective. To achieve business goals, organizations need to define COBIT
and configure a framework to correlate their management requirements with the
coverage areas and processes and activities in three configurations of IT resources and IT
processes.
Ultimately, sustainable digital management depends on how applications, information,
infrastructure, and resources are framed to meet the needs of effectiveness, efficiency,
confidentiality, integrity, availability, compliance and reliability. Combining the trust model
by mathematical algorithms with the IT resources of governance as a decentralized
element makes the difference in the model of access, authority and operation of audit
systems. By applying a mathematical algorithm and a non-intentional digital storage
structure to control and control the traditional governance model, de-governance can be
implemented to enable a structure that can be built with an uncontrolled trust model.
Proofing data resources will be an enabler for third-party trust organizations. User
authentication, denial prevention, and key management among tiers are the third trust
that allows businesses to be transparently established by having an agency-free IT
governance, a model of trust management for non-controlling IT resources without
intentional governance. When you compare this to traditional IT governance controls:
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Figure 10-5. Direction of Standardization Structure for Big Data Adaptive Blockchain

On the left is the governance of the existing information technology and de-governance
of the blockchain on the right. The biggest difference in this structure is in monitoring
and evaluation. This is where the process of creating governance and the process of
managing governance are evaluated, and the level of governance can be determined.
The governance structure of the blockchain allows monitoring to be done in a noncontrolled way. This creates unintentional, not intentional, trust by proving that
management and governance can be mediated from a single monitoring perspective.
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Define Big Data Trust Platform
Structure
In order to establish a trust platform structure for big data, the standard framework for
governance of blockchain must be clearly segmented to fit defined elements, and clear
element concepts for the model of application of blockchain from an IT resource
perspective. It also needs to be structured so that you can specify the goals you want to
achieve to enable implementation of those elements and interpret the correlations
accordingly. Building on the decentralized nature of the blockchain, we need to create
autonomous steps to demonstrate trust in the process of building big data with no
intentional intermediaries. To do so, independent monitoring, proof, and evaluation of
digital resources should be done, and non-controlling trust and autonomous consensus
structures should be constructed. In addition, effective proof should be provided to
include a definition of efficiency and performance in this structure, and to ensure that
data productivity is reliably.

Figure 10-6. Big Data Blockchain Framework Structure
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The BTour Chain is structured to be used from a big data perspective based on a
blockchain standardization framework suitable for big data. We have linked a total of
three components and non-controlling blocks for proof, monitor, evaluation and audit,
and through these systematic connections we intend to establish a highly reliable
interoperability framework by achieving the goal of supporting non-control, easy and
convenient setup, and defining specific tasks to increase usability, reduce risk, and
optimize resources to increase stakeholder transparency.

Compare to existing systems
The main attributes of the database are the ACID (atomic, consistency, isolation,
persistence). This property can compensate for the stability of the transaction. It is hard
to have the nature to guarantee the stability of transactions in big data. This is because
NoSQL has the characteristics of CAP.
The existing database was suitable for batch processing, and there was always a certain
branching time for execution response. In the big data era, however, these Batch system
processing procedures are not trundling, and because there are many limitations to
interactive decision making, analysis and decision-making of data processing must be
easy to extract and process and responsive. To speed up the processing of continuous
data in big data, there is a judgment that weak consistency is less than strong
consistency, and that requires high partitions and availability to allow information to
operate. The problem is that this marginal trust in big data lowers the value of
information and relies on people to trust information operations, so it's important to
design and understand the irrationality and potential for distortion of information.
BTour Chain's big data strategy utilizes blockchain attributes to reduce the irrationality
and potential for distortion of this information. The strategy of improving the reliability
of existing ACID information is to increase the trust process through a blockchain model,
but also to help strengthen the CAP, the marginal attribute of big data, which increases
confidence in information operations. To prevent this information operation and
distortion, we effectively distribute and
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demonstrate data evidence and available measures to create a low level of latency,
enabling reliable data-trust governance.
That is what BTour Chain’s big data operating technology and the combination of
blockchain will enable us to advance our trust process.
demonstrate data evidence and available measures to create a low level of latency,
enabling reliable data-trust governance.
That is what BTour Chain’s big data operating technology and the combination of
blockchain will enable us to advance our trust process.

Figure 10-7. Comparison of Database, Existing Big Data and BTour Chain Big Data

Most existing blockchain models are a transaction-based blockchain that operates
blockchain from a distributed account perspective. The goal of preventing double
payments of cryptocurrency was the most important factor, and Bitcoin proved it. For
more than a decade now,
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the decentralized element of the blockchain model has been to create a CA model
without a third party’s trust. However, it is now time to accommodate the need to
incorporate in the blockchain the need for data trust, the need for the reliability of
information documents, beyond the physical smallest unit of the blockchain. This is in
digital origination. The problem is that there are many different perspectives on
interpreting digital origination. In a big data strategy, embedding digital origination and
copycat models into the blockchain trust process may be a real trilemma problem. But
we want to make a broad interpretation of the different digital variables and hypotheses
available in terms of looking at these trilemma problems. The process of proving
hundreds of gigabytes of transshipment units to a signature-based basis is largely limited
by a protocol of confidence in known methodologies. The reason we're focusing on the
Finl Chain model is that we've overcome the marginal model that the traditional
blockchain has with a physical hypothesis. There is a belief that when we combine an
algorithm perspective that proves the reliability of data with a physical reputation model,
we can have the potential to prove that trust. The process of creating a data trust
process also employs an international standardization model. This is the COBIT5 model.
Operating a policy operating model for role-based control of information system audit
controls separately from a system perspective to a data perspective, and operating a
trust process based on the role of blockchain to validate data, increases the reliability of
data and increases the value of data trust in big data.
This can help you become more business-intelligent, more flexible, and more highly
available to your business, breaking away from the simple hash strategy of proving the
trust value of blockchain.

Figure 10-8. Comparison of existing normal blockchain and BTour chain blockchain
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Anti-Money Laundering & CounterFinancing of Terrorism
In order to prevent BTour Token, used as payment of tour services, provision of rewards
and marketing, from being exploited for money laundering and financing of terrorism,
analysis of cryptocurrency transactions, and prediction of integrity of the BTour
cryptocurrency wallet for transmission/receipt are introduced and operated.

Figure 10-9. Anti-Money Laundering & Countering Financing Terrorism

These crime-skilled trader/trader proactive and post-action technologies are based on the
Risk Based Approach method, which complies with the Financial Action Task Force's (FATF)
Interpretive Note (2019.6.21). Based on this, GG56 global compliance team has produced
Suspicious Transaction Report, which is regularly reported to the FIU (Financial
Intelligence Unit),
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i.e. financial authorities, in each country. By reporting to the FIU regularly, GG56 Ltd and
BTour Chain fulfills its duty to report in relation to anti-money laundering and counterfinancing of terrorism.
In addition, in the event of a criminal charge involving BTour Token and each country's
judicial/financial authorities request relevant evidence; the relevant criminal transaction
details are extracted and submitted through the system to fulfill their cooperation
faithfully.

In the future, there will be a system, which can update the timing of changes in policies,
such as FATFs or changes in legal regulations by country and internal control according
to policy.

Roadmap

2019
Q1

• Establishment of GG56 Ltd
• BTour Chain project starts
• 1st - 3rd Business tours to
China, Japan and Hong Kong

Q2
Q3

• Launch a pilot big data blockchain project in Gangwon
Province
• Global partnerships throughout China, Japan
•

and Hong Kong

• 4th Business Tour

Q4

• White Paper v0.4
• Whitepaper v0.9
• Token (BTour) genesis
• Business Tour to Vietnam and China
• Attending conferences and roadshows

Roadmap

2020
Q1

• Private Sale
• IEO and Exchange Listing
• Installation of BTour Token crypto ATMs in partnership
with Macau Casino
• Business Partnership with Maruhan Japan, Recruit, etc

Q2

• Launch a pilot project for the Spain Granada tourism
blockchain
• Partner with Spain’s Real Madrid Football Club to install BTour
Chain Kiosk at Estadio Santiago Bernabeu

Q3

• BTour Chain Project’s business model extension

Q4

• Expand partnerships and services to more than 10 countries in

• First presentation of the Global Tourism Blockchain Criteria

conjunction with the International Advisory Board
• Hold the 1st Tourism Blockchain Conference
• Develop MainNet & Launch services
• Launch exclusive tours for BTour Tokens
• Launch BTour Exchange platform
• Discuss cooperation with UNESCO and other international
tourism-related organizations to strengthen philanthropic
efforts
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Token Economy
& Funding
Token Economy
Token Value
•Total offering: 2 billion BTour Token
•Unit price: 0.1 USD

Token Allocation
BTour Token will be allocated as follows:
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Token Sale
40% of BTour tokens will be sold with investing periods applied.

Team & Advisors
We allocate 7% to team members and advisors who are committed to our project’s
success. Token allocations are made according to the level of contribution. A lockup
period is applied for 12 months after the date of distribution.

International Advisors & Founders
We allocate 10% to international advisory board members and founders who support
and promote our project. Token allocations are made according to their contribution. A
lockup period is applied for 12 months after the date of distribution.

Partners
For BTour Chain to grow into a global tourism platform, we need to collaborate with
various partners across the globe. We allocate 3% of the tokens to our strategic partners.
A lockup period shall be decided through discussion.

Marketing
To promote BTour Chain project, we will conduct various global marketing campaigns.
10% will be allocated for this effort. A lockup period will vary depending on the nature
of marketing campaigns.

Ecosystem
25% will be allocated for user reward, future development and investments in the
ecosystem

Reserves
5% will be allocated to corporate reserves, the corporate reserve amount will be
maintained between 2-5%.

Token Distribution
The distribution date for the token is January 2020 (await further notice) and all token
payments are sent after the distribution date.
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Additional BTour Token Offering
As BTour Chain's global business expands, demand for additional BTour Token offering
is expected due to growing ecosystem. Additional BTour Tokens will be issued with
specific conditions as outlined below:

Conditions for issuing additional tokens:
1. After releasing the BTour Blockchain Main-Net
2. Upon meeting at least one of the three conditions in the table above
3. Maximum number of additional tokens that can be issued for each stage is 3 billion
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Funding
Use of Proceeds
Once the fundraising is complete, funds will be allocated and operated according to
the following guideline. If we do not achieve our full funding goals, allocation will be
adjusted to better reflect what is determined to be of utmost importance and priority for
project development.

Use of Platform Revenue
Profits generated by BTour Chain will be used for the technical support, operation, and
financial management and for GG56 Foundation’s philanthropic efforts. Buy-backs may
be carried out in order to stabilize the value of BTour Tokens.
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Team
Name

Position

Description

Han Seung-soo

Founder

Kim Young-kun

Co-Founder/CEO

Choi Myung-ju

President- UAE& Middle East

Shin Jae-won

President-China

Ko Jin-suk

President- Europe

Ha Jae-yeol

CTO

Responsible for blockchain and product development

Lee Seung-koo

CMO

Responsible for branding the company

Founder
Chairman of GG56 Korea and Co-founder/CEO GG56 limited
Responsible for United Arab Emirates region
Responsible for Greater China region
Responsible for Europe region.

Advisors
Name

Category

Description

Yang Chang-young

Tourism

Advisory in integrating the Dream Island project of South Korea with
BTour Chain

Yoo Seung-gack

Tourism

Advisory in vitalizing, diversifying and advancing tourism blockchain
business

Ko Kwang-hee

Tourism

Advisory in business partnering

Lee Hee-jo

Technology

Advisory in technology and security

Kim Jin-ho

Technology

Advisory in planning design, security, and security planning

Park Seung-gyun

Investment

Advisory in investor relations

Won Bong-hee

Legal

Advisory in law and financial sector

Huh Jong-goo

Legal

Advisory in tax and cryptocurrency related issues

Lee Sang-chan

Legal

Advisory in patent and trademark related issues

Jung Tae-young

Finance

Advisory in finance and investment relationship
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International Advisory Board Members
Name

Nation

Description

Thailand

Former Commerce Minister
Former Foreign Minister
Chairman of the BOD, Asian Institute of Technology (AIT)
Chair, SEATEC (Southeast Asia Technology Co.)

Suh Nam Pyo

United States of America

Former Head of Mechanical Engineering, MIT
Founding Director, MIT Laboratory of Manufacturing and
Production
Former President, KAIST
Inventor, OLEV(On-line Electric Vehicle)

Chairul Tanjung

Indonesia

Zulfiquar Z. Ghadiyali

UAE

Executive Director, Directions Investment Holding Co (DIHC) under
Chairmanship of HH Sheikh Mohammed Bin Sultan Bin Hamdan Al
Nahyan

Shenglin Ben

China

Dean, Zhejiang University Business School and Academy of Internet
Finance
Former CEO, JP Morgan Chase Bank China

Noeleen Heyzer

Singapore

Stanley O. Roth

United States of America

Louis Cheung

Hong Kong

Om Prakash Bhatt

India

Loic Fauchon

France

President of the World Water Council
Chairman and CEO, SAFIM

Kenzo Hiroki

Japan

Former high ranking official at the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism
Professor at Graduate National Institute of Policy Studies (GRIPS)
Coordinator, HELP

Ong Boon Hwee

Singapore

Marsha Vande Berg

United States of America

Subin Pinkayan

Former Coordinating Minister of Economics,
Chairman, CT Corporation

Former Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations
Executive Secretary of USESCAP
Former US Assistant Secretary of State for Asia and the Pacific
Former Vice-president, Boeing for International Affairs
Former President of PingAn Insurance and partner,
CEO, Boyu Capital Consultancy
Former Chairman of the State Bank of India
Board Member, Tata Steel

CEO of Stewardship Asia Centre
Former Managing Director (Strategic Relations), Temasek
Independent Director, Quantum Advisors
Former CEO, Pacific Pension Institute

Sir David Wright

United Kingdom

Global Advisor Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
Non-Executive Director of Rezolve
Chairman of Skarbek Associates
Former Vice-Chairman Barclays Capital
Former British Ambassador to the Republic of Korea
Former British Ambassador to Japan

Han Seungsoo

Republic of Korea

Former Prime Minister
President of the 56th United Nations General Assembly
Co-Chair, International Finance Forum

* To check latest update please visit BTour Chain official website(www.btour.io).
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